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Val Brembana takes its name from the river crossing it, Brembo. The Bergamo Alps constitute its
northern limits, notably by the Tre Signori and Diavolo di Tenda Peaks, while at south lies the
plain of Bergamo. At East the valley borders with the Valle Seriana and at West with the Valle
Imagna. Valle Seriana area includes the Orobie Alps, the Presolana Peak, the Formico Peak and
the Val Vertova. The natural landscape is enriched by the historical and cultural elements such
as trails, manors and noble house, mines and religious sancturies. The Valle di Scalve, offers a
landscape with several little glacial lakes, naturalistic trails and kilometres of snow-covered ski
tracks.
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THE REGION

Dimitri Salvi

Put your skiing boots on and race down the snowy white 
mountains. The Bergamask mountains oer many ski runs
for the perfect skiing holiday and is within easy reach of
the Orobie mountains, in some cases only a few dozen
kilometres away. A visit to the Brembana, Seriana and
Scalve ski resorts lets you choose between runs that
together extend for more than two hundred kilometres.

The Val Seriana winds its way along the Serio river, 
surrounded by not only spacious snow-covered elds and
enchanting woods, but also mountains of unrivalled
beauty, which ends in the rugged Val di Scalve. Here you
will nd about ten winter resorts, both large and small, that
make up the Orobie skiing area. The resorts are included
in both the Seriana valley and Scalve valley, with many
kilometres of runs. Here you can practice everything from
alpine skiing to cross country and o-piste.

From Milan- Orio al Serio airport  you can easily visit the 
very popular ski area Monte Pora, where the rounded
mountain with its slopes and lack of vegetation lets the
sun bathe the runs in sun. The Presolana pass oers
classic winter resorts and is perfect for beginners and
children, while also being close to the Scalve valley in the
shadow of the north face of the Presolana mountain. Here
you can enjoy the high altitude runs such as Pista Italia,
and the beautiful mountain refuge while Schilpario has a
wonderful cross-country piste.

With snow-white oases dotted over the untamed slopes, 
Val Brembana oers an enchanting environment with its
closed valley and folds of wild mountainsides. Here the
rough slopes have been tamed for skiing, but without
compromising their natural beauty. Here a mix of ski
resorts caters to all tastes. Why not try ski-mountaineering
in Carona, the 47 kilometres of runs in Foppolo, the
half-pipe in San Simone, or visit Valtorta-Piani di Bobbio
skiing area. Valtorta is the only skiing area in the Orobie
mountains to have developed on the slopes of two
dierent valleys, Brembana and Valsassina, and has
become one of the most popular winter resorts of the
Orobie mountains.

Have a relaxing or adventurous ski holiday in the  
mountains of Bergamo.

THE RESORTS
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Val Brembana-overview

The Brembo Ski, San Simone,
Foppolo and Carona area, is
located in the upper
Brembana Valley and is easily
reached from all main cities in
Lombardy and northern Italy.

This fantastic ski area has 50 km of pistes, 17 ski lifts with
a total capacity of twenty thousand people per hour, and
snowmaking facilities to ensure fun for all with many
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possibilities for living, leisure and relax. With the realization
of the new ski lifts and with the radical refurbishment of
existing ski runs and the denition of new tracings, the ski
area is able to satisfy the requirements of every type of
skier, thanks to the slopes easy to medium diculty and
black runs dedicated to lovers of strong emotions. One
area suitable for everyone: families and children, youth and
adults. The more experienced skiers can not surely miss
the descent from Monte Valgussera, including beautiful
landscapes and breathtaking walls, the classic Montebello
run completely redesigned and the whole area of the
connection between Carona and Foppolo totally upgraded.
It is a ski area that is suitable for all, even cross-country
skiing enthusiasts, who can use four loop trails for a total
of 12 km, and snowboarders, who can test their skills on
two dedicated and well equipped snowparks. Again in the
Brembana Valley, Piazzatorre oers newly furbished ski
lifts and even the opportunity to try ice hockey. From
Valtorta, you can reach Piani di Bobbio, a ski resort in
Valsassina whose best runs are on the Bergamask side.
This entire valley oers more than 40 ski lifts, together
with some excellent loops for cross-country skiing
surrounded by nature and marvelous scenery.
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Val Brembana-Carona

Carona 
This is where ski-mountaineering races for the legendary 
Parravicini trophy are held. Every year hundreds of
athletes climb the steep slopes with sealskin attached to
the underside of their skis, applauded by the many
enthusiasts of this traditional sport.
There are plenty of other opportunities too, because 
Carona, the headquarters of the event, is also a important
ski resort in the Bergamo area and belongs to the same
skiing area as Foppolo, to which it is connected by the lifts
in the Carisole valley. Those who instead do not want to
go o the beaten track must be “content” with 8 runs: 1
easy, 5 medium and 2 di cult for a total of 22 kilometres.
Snow cannons, a skating rink near a pretty arti cial lake

and loads of sun complete the attractions of this popular
ski resort.

Val Brembana-Foppolo

Foppolo 
Carona and Foppolo are both connected by the lifts in the 
Carisole valley.
This resort in the upper Brembana valley is certainly the 
most well-known of the province and enjoys the greatest
international fame, not only for the size of its skiing area
(47 kilometres of runs, and if we count the connecting
runs with Carona and San Simone, this easily rises to 80),
but also because the atmosphere is one of a complete
skiing experience: There are many residences and hotels,
concentrated so that they do not invade the vast slopes on
which the runs have been marked, large parking areas,
two ski schools, which have been passing on their tradition
for more than  fty years, structures for leisure activities
such as the skating rink and numerous places to pass
pleasant evenings after a day’s skiing. Finally, the jewel in
the crown – and very reassuring: 50 points for low
pressure snow cannons that ensure skiing on most of the
runs even when the snow is not as good as it could be.

Val Brembana-San Simone

San Simone 
Why do so many skiers choose San Simone? Firstly 
because you can always nd snow. Ensuring this are not
only the low pressure cannons, but also a geographic
setting and position able to guarantee an always perfect
and consistent snow cover. In second place, but certainly
not to be overlooked, is the friendly, welcoming
atmosphere at this resort which, with its rst class
structures concentrated in a small area, has over time
become specialized in receiving parties, groups, school
pupils and children.
 The lower areas have nursery slopes and equipment for 
even the smallest. 30 kilometres of runs wind around the
upper areas with three challenging black pistes: the
«Camoscio 1», «Sessi» and «Muri». And what about snow
boarders? In San Simone they have not been forgotten.
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The area in fact oers a half pipe, which in the last few
years has increasingly attracted lovers of this discipline. In
other words San Simone is a resort with something for
everyone.

Val Brembana-Valtorta/Piani di Bobbio

Valtorta / Piani di Bobbio 
Two valleys, Brembana and Valsassina, two provinces, 
Bergamo and Lecco, only one ski-pass for the
Valtorta-Piani di Bobbio skiing area.
It can be reached from both Valtorta in the Bergamo area, 
and from Barzio, an historic skiing resort in Lecco
province. The two places were joined in the middle of the
eighties, when the new runs marked out from Piani di
Ceresola towards the Brembana village were connected
with Bobbio, giving  skiers the rst intervalley resort in
Lombardy. Since then this spacious area –surrounded by
an imposing range of peaks that culminate in the
unmistakeable pyramid of the Pizzo dei Tre Signori – has
become one of the most popular winter resorts of the
Orobie mountains, thanks to its beautiful runs, in particular
those on the Piani di Ceresola slopes, but thanks also to
the farsighted alliance between the two valleys.

Val Seriana & Scalve-overview

There is a "mountain" of good
reasons for choosing to spend
time holidaying or relaxing in
the Seriana valley. A long
vallery that winds its way
along the Serio river,

surrounded by not only spacious snow-covered elds and 
enchanting woods, but also surprising mountains of
unrivalled beauty, which ends in the rugged Val di Scalve.
There are about ten winter resorts, both large and small,
that make up the enchanting Orobie skiing area. These
include resorts in both the Seriana valley and Scalve valley;
many kilometres of runs to practice alpine skiing and
where there is also the chance to cross country ski and go
o-piste. A slice of happiness that must be tried to be

believed.
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Val Seriana & Scalve-Lizzola

Lizzola 
With snow for many months, the mountains surrounding 
Lizzola and Valbondione oer perfect slopes for all ages
and levels. May it be cross country or alpine. Stand at the
feet of a rocky mountain 3 000 metres up and imagine
skiing all the way down. Lizzola is a typical mountain
village and oers good restaurants, pubs and shops.

Val Seriana & Scalve-Monte Pora

Monte Pora 
This is a very popular ski area as it is easily reached from 
the large cities of Milan and Brescia (approximately an
hour) and is a beautiful place. The shape of the rounded
mountain with its slopes of varying gradients and the lack
of vegetation means it has wide runs of every degree of
diculty. It is exposed to the sun the whole day – a
distinctive feature of the area – although without
damaging the conditions of the runs and oering the
non-skier a chance to pass pleasant days on the snow.

Val Seriana & Scalve-Presolana

Presolana 
 This is one of the most classic and enchanting winter 
resorts of the province. Easily reached from all directions,
it is a “paradise” for beginners and children, and has
become known as the “ski gym” of Bergamo, but is not
lacking however in demanding runs for the more
experienced. The resort is equipped with snow cannons, a
kinderheim and Ski Stadium with automatic chronometer,
accessible to all, and is the rst centre in Lombardy to
oer ski lessons to disabled people.

Val Seriana & Scalve-Spiazzi di Gromo

Spiazzi di Gromo 
Close to a beautiful woods, Spiazzi di Gromo oers a 
medieval village along with a new urban centre with
private houses and hotels. The resort has a lot of potential
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facilities, ski runs, tourist tracks, the Orobie mountains for
walks and the Spiazzi pinewood. Not to be missed is the
medieval historic centre where sword and metal work is
still carried out. Families nd Spiazzi enjoyable with its 6
skilifts, 2 black runs, 4 red runs and 2 blue runs. There is
also a cross country ski run, a snowpark and a bob run for
the summer.

Val Seriana & Scalve-Schilpario

Schilpario 
Well-known for its cross-country skiing, Schilpario has a 
great cross country piste. This Scalve resort also includes
an ice-skating centre and one of the trails (1,5 kms long) at
Pista degli Abeti circuit has night lightning that enable
people to ski on Wednesday nights from 08.00-22:30.
During Christmas this trail has special openings.

Val Seriana & Scalve-Colere

Colere 
If, after the Presolana pass, you wish to travel a bit further,
you come across Colere, positioned at the start of the
Scalve valley in the shadow of the north face of the
Presolana mountain.
 The town has a unique atmosphere due to the grandeur 
of the imposing mountains and oers kilometres of runs
covered in snow until late in the season, because it is
facing north.
The good tourist accommodation, together with the high 
altitude runs (the pride and joy is the Pista Italia, famous
for hosting European Cup trials and international and
national races) and the beautiful mountain refuges
(including the well-known and very popular Albani) are all
excellent credentials for a holiday of quality.

Slope Life in Val Seriana&Scalve

Ski rental: 
Presolana: 
Bettineschi Sport 0039034631100 ; 
info@bettineschisport.com
La Bottega Verzeroli : 0039 0346 30630 
mauro@labottegamoda.it

Monte Pora: 
New Rental Ski : +39 0346 65000 
info@presolanamontepora.com ;
www.presolanamontepora.com

Ski school
in Monte Pora:
Scuola italiana sci Monte Pora
Phone: +39 0346 65049
Internet: www.scuolascimontepora.it
in Presolana:
Presolana Ski school in Donico resort +39 0346 31431 – 
majantonio@tin.it
Recommended ski school and rental in Carona is Rossi 
Sport. Clothes, sport rquipments, shing gears and ski
maintenance is oered all year round, Sunday included. Ski
rental and storage. Located at Valcarisole (directly at the
ski trails, at the chairway arrival station).

Carona Via Bianchi 1
+39 034577013
www.rossisport.com

For ski rental in Colere, choose Scuola Italiana sci Colere 
Polzone.
+39 0346 54216, winter season: + 39 0346 53100
www.scuolascicolere.it
e-mail to info@scuolascicolere.it

Ski rental in Schilpario can be made at Pizio sport (ski and 
ski equipment rental and selling, snowboard, ciaspole,
helmets, ski storage, repairing and ski waxing).
Via Scalina, Schilpario
+39 0346 55041

Web site Val Seriana:
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Consorzio Cooraltur (Consorzio Orobico Albergatori 
Operatori Turistici) was born in 1979, in order to promote
the wonderful tourist resorts in the area called “Conca
della Presolana” and in order to sell several tourist
services available in that region.
The aim of Consorzio Cooraltur is then to arrange all 
tourist services and to sell oers all over the year, so that
any kind of request may be satised: groups vacation,
senior holydays, students meetings, incentives and sport
events. To our Hotel oers, you can also add a lot of other
facilities on request: ski school, ski equipment rental, free
entrance to Snowboard park, nocturnal ski, school in the
mountain, bus transfers, excursions and visits to the main
historical towns in the North of Italy. For hotels and
services  bookings phone +39034631146,
info@cooraltur.it ; www.cooraltur.it .

Slope Life in Valle Brembana

There are approximately 60 teachers at your disposal to 
teach children and adults alike regardless of whether you
are a beginner or at athletes level. The options available
are endless ranging from downhill ski to snowboarding,
from carving to telemark, the choice is yours. A special
area for children called Fantaski ensures peace of mind
while you ski, allowing you to leave your child in the expert
care of our sta where they can play all day long and
make friends.
Ski School in Brembo Ski are:

1.   Ski School 90 Foppolo
Phone: +39 0345 74161
www.sci90foppolo.it 
2.   Ski School ALTA VALLE BREMBANA
Phone: : +39 0345 74141
www.altavallebrembana.it 
3.   Ski School SAN SIMONE
Phone: : +39 0345 78022 
www.scuolasci-sansimone.com 
4.   Ski School And Snowboard BREMBO EXTREME
Phone: : +39 346 0604852

www.bremboextreme.it

Phone: +39 034577013

DO & SEE
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Orobie Mountains

The Orobie Mountains provide
breathtaking views and an
extraordinary variety of
wildlife. Wild goats, roe deer,
golden eagles, foxes,
marmots, owls and many

more can be see in the local woods.
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Mountain activities

Bergamo’s ski resorts provide
a variety of opportunities to
winter sports enthusiasts:
downhill skiing, cross-country
skiing, snowboarding, freestyle
snowboarding, and sledding.

Even free-riding and kite skiing! But it’s fun to take a ride 
on snowmobile along the snow-covered trails, perhaps
under a full moon. Or why not try ice-skating? Backcountry
skiers can reach spots that cannot be reached by roads
or lifts.
After a day of outdoor activity there’s the après-ski life to 
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enjoy: clubs, restaurants and shops selling local cheeses
and foods. And if that’s not enough there’s more: skiing,
snowshoeing, and torch-walks by night! There are
snowmobile races, ski championships, dirtbiking or BMX
riding in the snow for those who love to feel adrenaline
pumping through their veins.
At Christmas, of course, visitors have their pick when it 
comes to traditional market stalls.
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Wellness

After a day’s skiing an evening
of relaxation in a spa of your
choice is the perfect ending
after an active day. The
thermal resorts in Bergamo
province oer lots of

opportunities to treat oneself in centers where relaxation 
espouse the environment!
Bergamo has spas and resorts that have been famous for 
centuries: the Romans knew about the springs that bubble
to the surface in the area where the town of TRESCORE
BALNEARIO, set in the Cavallina Valley, later developed.
SAN PELLEGRINO TERME is another important spa town.
The spa is still popular thanks to its therapeutic properties
of its watersand a walk along the banks of the river
Brembo is sure to relax you.
SANT'OMOBONO TERME in Imagna Valley is another 
known spa town where you can receive a relaxing
massage or take a swim..
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Mountain highlights

Liberty style in San Pellegrino:
The elegant litlle town of San
Pellegrino Terme, in Val
Brembana, which during the
twentieth century became a
favorite high society holiday

spot but was already known for the healing powers of its 
waters in the Middle Ages, still calls to mind luxurious
scenes of the Belle Epoque.
Must see: the Grand hotel and the Town Casinò

Clusone:
Visit the Clock Tower and the church of Santa Maria 
Assunta,  where the precious high altar, sculpted by
Andrea Fantoni, and the altarpiece depicting the
Assumption of Mary, a masterpiece by the celebrated
Venetian painter Sebastiano Ricci, are to be seen.
Do not miss the fteenth-century Oratory of the 
Disciplines, on whose façade a highly expressive fresco
cycle unfolds illustrating the theme of death after the
typical fashion of the medieval imagination.

Lorenzo Lotto itinerary:
There are Lorenzo Lotto's paintings not just in Bergamo, 
but also in several villages around the bergamask
province: Ponteranica, Sedrina, Trescore Balneario, redaro
and Celana.

 Cornello dei Tasso:
One of the major interesting tourist spots of the media half
Brembana Valley is the Historical-artistic itinerary
between Oneta of San Giovanni Bianco and Cornello dei
Tasso, along Via Mercatorum, an ancient muletrack
connecting Bergamo to Valtellina.
At Oneta there is the House of Arlecchino (Harlequin), a 
15th century nobleman’s building with elegant frescoes
portraying the great and famous interpreter of the
Bergamo mask, who apparently dwelt in this house.

Visit Cornello dei Tasso and Bretto historic hamlets, 
including Museum of Tasso family and of Postal History
and discover the homeland of the Tasso family, who
founded a successful courier company
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Internet: www.turismo.bergamo.it
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Bergamo Upper Town

If you are interested in art and
history, a stroll through Città
Alta (Bergamo upper town) is
a good place to start. Old
buildings, museums and
historical examples oer an

idea of the city’s history and culture.The funicular railway 
is the quickest way to reach the old town and also an
excellent way to admire some unusual views of the
imposing town walls. Visit Piazza Vecchia, the most
beautiful square in Europe according to Le Corbusier and
the Venetian walls, from where you can admire the
panorama of the city. See Porta S.Giacomo and Porta
Sant’Agostino and lose yourself in the narrow streets.
Take the second funicular to get to the Castle of San 
Vigilio, once part of an ancient fortication and enjoy the
striking panorama.
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DINING
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Today’s wine and food choice in the Bergamo area is a 
fusion of new recipes and products next to traditional
dishes such as polenta and casoncelli. The Bergamask
cuisine is becoming richer with every passing day and a
taste of Strachitunt Valtaleggio cheese and wines such as
the Val Calepio or the Moscato di Scanzo, have been
praised widely by connoisseurs.Food and wine festivals are
held throughout the year, and quality restaurants oer the
best combinations from their locations sh at the lakes,

cheese in the mountains and cured meats in the lowlands.
The choice is yours!Many restaurants are located within a
hotel:

Ristorante Museo

A short walk from the centre of Castione Presolana lies 
this charming restored mill. The service is excellent and
besides the restaurant, there is also a small museum if
you are interested in nding out more about the former
glory of the mill.

Address: Via S.Antonio 1, 24020 Castione della Presolana
Phone: +39 0346 60 505
Internet: www.ristorantemuseo.com

Il Casolare

This small but frindly restaurant serves local food such as 
venison, polenta, salami and bacon. The desserts are home
made and to die for.

Address: Via Rucola 8, Castione della Presolana
Phone: +39 0346 36510

Hotel Cristallo Foppolo

A great place to go, summer and winter alike. Tasty food 
for a reasonable price.

Address: 24010 Foppolo
Phone: +39 0345 74031
Internet: www.htlcristallo.com

Hotel Ristorante Tre Signori Pizzo Valtorta

A family owned restaurant with a rustic feel and an inviting
atmosphere.

Address: Via Roma, 25 Valtorta, Alta Valle Brembana
Phone: +39 0345 87712

Hotel Corona

The hotel restaurant oers a wide choice of meat and 
specializes in wildlife such as deer loin with alpine herbs.
The desserts are all home made and presented in an
imaginative way.

Address: Via S. Rocco, 8 Branzi Valle Brembana
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Phone: +39 0345 71042

EVENTS
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January

WORLD SNOW DAY: 19
January 2014. Orobie
Pre-Alps. World Snow Day,
celebrated in the valleys of
Bergamo: in Cusio, in the
Brembana Valley, and on

Monte Pora, in the Seriana Valley. 
www.world-snow-day.com

COPPA EUROPA DI SNOWBOARD ALPINO - EUROPEAN 
SNOWBOARDING CUP: 24 - 26 January 2014. Lizzola -
Seriana Valley. www.lizzolasci.it

Internet: www.turismo.bergamo.it

February

LA SCALVE STORICA -
HISTORICAL SCALVE: 1
February 2014. Schilpario -
Scalve Valley. Non-competitive
cross-country skiing race on
the "Pista degli Abeti" in

Schilpario using period equipment. 
www.sciclubschilpario.it

Internet: www.turismo.bergamo.it

March

CAMPIONATI ITALIANI SCI DI
FONDO - ITALIAN
CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING
CHAMPIONSHIPS: 1 - 2 March
2014. Schilpario - Scalve
Valley.

www.sciclubschilpario.it

CARNEVALE....UNA SCHERZOSA CIASPOLATA - 
CARNIVAL....A JOKING SNOWSHOEING WALK: 1 March
2014. Foppolo - Brembana Valley. A funny snowshoeing
walk with masks. www.bremboski.it

ORIENTEERING: 29 - 30 March 2014. Clusone - Seriana 
Valley. http://orienteeringbergamo.altervista.org

Internet: www.turismo.bergamo.it

ACCOMMODATIONS
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Residence K2

The K2 residence is located 20 metres away from the 
ski-lift Foppolo SKI. The apartments are modern and have
living room, bedroom, colour TV, telephone and private
bathroom. Reservations may be made for a month, a week
or a weekend.

Address: Via Foppelle 42,  Foppolo
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Phone: +39 0345 74 105

Residence Pegherolo

This family run residence hosts seven comfortable 
apartments in alpine style with lift, balconies and a
solarium. When in the Foppolo Ski area the Pegherolo is
the perfect place for a mountain stay.

Address: Via Cortivo Foppolo
Phone: +39 0345 74229

Hotel des Alpes

This charming family-driven hotel is ideal for summer as 
well as winter holidays. The atmosphere is welcoming and
you feel at home. There is a restaurant in the hotel with a
skilled chef and they serve snacks before dinner which is
mostly very appreciated amongst starving skiers.
As for skiing, Foppolo is a great place to go for shorter 
trips. The runs are quite short but there are pistes suited
for every level of skiing. Usually there is no queueing at
the lifts and during weekdays you practically have the
piste to yourself.

Address: Via Cortivo,9 Foppolo
Phone: +39 0345 74037

Hotel Aurora

Hotel Aurora has a great location about 45 minutes by car
from the Orio De Serio airport (Bergamo). There is a
restaurant and a bar in the hotel and the food served is
local Lombardi/North Italian.
The hotel can arrange for transfer to the ski areas Monte 
Pora and Passo De Presolana are both close by.

Address: Via S Antonio 19,  Castione della Presolana
Phone: +39 034660004

Max Meuble

Budget alternative, very close to the skibus stop and a 
grocery store and pizza restaurant around the corner.
Perfect location when skiing at Monte Pora.

Address: via Corna 3,  Castione della Presolana
Phone: +39 034631698

Apartments and chalets

For renting apartments or chalets in Scalve, please 
contact the tourist oce.

Ucio turistico di Schilpario
+39 0346 55059
prolocoschilpario@scalve.it

Proloco di Colere
+39 0346 54051
info@valdiscalve.bg.it

Proloco di Vilminore di Scalve
+39 0346 51002
proloco.vilminore@scalve.it

Hotel ristorane San Marco

Set in a quiet mountain village, this small hotel has 18 
rooms, a traditional restaurant, a garden and a parking
area. It is close to the nordic and downhill pistes of
Schilpario.
Guided tours to the close mineral museum are provided.

Address: Fraz. Pradella 3, Schilpario (Bg)
Phone: + 39 0346 55024

ESSENTIAL INFORMATION
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Airport Bus

An Airport Bus/Shuttle goes to the city centre every day 
from 6.00 to midnight, departures every 30 minutes.
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There are special tickets and fares for tourists: 
3-Zone-Ticket/C fare (single trip Bergamo-airport and the
whole urban zone including funiculars – within 90 minutes
from the validation) Daily ticket/Q fare (one return trip
Bergamo –airport and the whole urban zone including
funiculars – on the day of its validation). 3-Day Ticket/T
fare (one or more return trips Bergamo-airport and the
whole urban zone including funiculars – including the day
of its validation).
You can also take a taxi which should cost around €20. 
See below the main companies.

Address: Via Aeroporto, 13  24050 Bergamo
Opening hours: 24/24 everyday
Internet: www.sacbo.it

Medical And Dental Services

BERGAMO - ER of the Ospedali Riuniti

Address: Largo Barozzi 1, Bergamo
Phone: +39 035 269111
More Info: 24 hour service

Medical And Dental Services

VALLE BREMBANA - Ospedale Civile (Main Local Hospital)

Address: San Giovanni Bianco
Phone: +39 0345 27111

Medical And Dental Services

VALLE SERIANA AND VAL DI SCALVE - Ospedale San 
Biagio (Main Local Hospital)

Address: Clusone
Phone: +39 03529211

Airport

Orio al Serio International airport is only 5 Km away from 
Bergamo and 45 km from Milan.

Internet: www.orioaeroporto.it

Distances

Principal distances are to Foppolo 50 km and to Castione 
della Presolana 45 km.

Public Transport

The main ski resorts within the region are reachable by 
bus.
All the buses to the ski resorts leave from Bergamo Bus 
Station (Stazione Autolinee). To reach the Bus Station from
Orio al Serio Airport, you need to take n°1 bus (Airport
Bus), get o at the train station  (rst stop) and then walk
few steps to the nearby Bus Station.
Two main bus companies (SAB and SAV) connect 
Bergamo to Valle Brembana, Seriana e Val di Scalve. You
can buy bus tickets at the Bus Station in Bergamo. For
more information about prices, lines and schedule, you can
visit the website or contact the companies
SAB-AGI-SAV-ZANI by phone or e-mail.

Phone: +39 035 289000
Internet: www.bergamotrasporti.it
More Info: email: info@bergamotrasporti.it

Telephone

Country code: +39
Area code Val Brembana: 0345
Area code Val Seriana & Scalve: 0346
Area code Bergamo: 035

Electricity

230 V/50 Hz

Destination: Bergamo Ski Region
Publishing date: 2014-01-22
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